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FOREWORD

This paper is the third part of a report on plate

ginder tests conducted at Lehigh University. Reference

must be made to the first part, Report No. 251-11, for

the scheme of pUblication, the properties of the girders,

the nomenclature, and the list of references.
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3.1 Introduction

It has been pointed out that the postbuckling strength

of plate girders SUbjected to bending is essentially pro

vided by the co~pression flange. For girders subjected

primarily to shear, the flange plates cannot increase the

shear resistance to any degree and, therefore, the above

conclusion cannot be made. Still, a rearrangement of

stresses favorable for the web is possible which might

utilize an element other than the web. Most likely, the

element of paramount importance in the shear case is the

transverse stiffener upon which a tension field- might be

supported.

The advancement of tension field action as an expla

nation for the postbuckling strength of plate girders is

not a new idea. It originates from the design of lattice

trusses which preceded the use of plate girders. Wagner,

Ref. 258, was the first to mathematically formulate this

concept for use in aircraft design. In civil engineering,

however., this concept has seldom been applied for several

reasons. One of. these reasons is that in welded plate

girders the flanges exhibit little rigidity in the vertical

direction. Thus, one is reluctant to consider them as .

continuous beams supported by transverse stiffeners and
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acting as the anchors of a tension fieldo The tests

recently conducted by Massonnet on large size welded plate

girders, Ref. 162, a~so seemed to discourage the idea of

a tension field action.

Thus, the objective of th~ experimental investigation

is to prove or disprove the occurance of a tension field

action in welded plate girders as used in the Civil 'Engi

neering profession.

302 Design of Girders and Test Setup

The shear tests were conducted on a pair of girders

which initially differed in the transverse stiffener

spacing only. Similar to the bending girders, these shear

girders were also composed of a test section, in which

failure was expected to occur, and two end sections. With

the setup illustrated in Fig. 1.2 of Sec. 1.1, (also Fig.

3.13), the test section was free from stress concentrations

due to load introduction and contained as "pure a shear"

as possible. This setup is shown in detail in Fig. 3.1,

where the ordered dimensions of the girders are also given.

With a web thickness of three-sixteenths of an inch, and

the same web depth as in the bending girders, namely fifty

inches, the girders had a web slenderness ratio of about

2570 These girders,'as well as the other girders in the

,,"'".'
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investigation, had some design details which differed

from those generally followed. Although they are the

subject of separate papers, some of these details are

discussed here. /

The Transverse Stiffeners were of two types,'inter

mediate and bearing. All intermediate stiffeners were

plates 4" x 1/4" welded continuously to both sides of the

web and to the compression flange. The bearing

stiffeners, used at loading and reaction points, con

sisted of T-sections cut from 12WF50 shapes and welded

to the web such that the distance between their extreme

fibers was eleven inches. Both types of stiffeners were

made from regular A7 steel with a yield level, as

measured by the mill, of around 43 ksi. All transverse

stiffeners, whether bearing or intermediate, were cut

one inch short ef the tension flange in order to study

the influence of this detail on the overall strength of

the girder. It is interesting to note that not even in

the shear girders did this short cutting of stiffeners

have any detri~ental effect. The results of the study on

this single detail are presented and analyzed in Ref. 8,

and therefore, are ~ot treated any further here.

The cover plates were fillet-welded to the flanges of '

the plate girders. Plate dimensions are listed in Table 1.2 \
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of Sec. 1.2. The weld sizes were determined by the

assumption that the combined action of cover plate and

flange is developed within a distance of about the width

of the cover plate; beyond this distance, the weld size

required by the conventional "vQjrt" method, was used.

Without much additional effort, the strains in the cover

plates were recorded. The results of these readings,

together with the results from gages mounted on a loading

stiffener of G6, are compiled in a separate report, Ref. 273,

and are interpreted in connection with Ref.269,and Ref. 270.

The Weld Sizes between the 'web and flanges were de~

signed for the thinner of the two plates joined,in this

case the web. As a rule, the sum of the throat dimensions

of the two opposite fillet welds was chosen to be equal

to the thickness of the web. Listed in Table 3.1 are the

weld sizes at the intersection of web and flange for all

girders. Except when accompanied by an asterisk whi.ch

denotes hand welding, all welding was done with a sub-

merged arc. Great care was exercised not to exceed the

listed weld sizes. Since the ASTM manual requires that

welds along a three-quarter inch flange must be at least'

one-quarter of an inch, the resulting welds were quite

undersized in some of the girders I test sections as com-

pared with the specifications. However, in no case did

\
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the welds fracture prior to ultimate load. Even when

greatly strained after the ultimate load to obtain an

unloading curve, few fractures occurred. In one case web

crippling reached such a magnitude during this unloading

range that a crack in the web plate several inches long

could be observed adjacent and parallel to the fillet

weld. Certainly, since this happened in the unloading

range, it has no bearing on the ultimate load. If any

conclusion can be drawn, it is that a larger weld size

would only have increased the residual stresses, causing

the metal to become more brittle and making the "burning"

effect more pronounced. The fillet weld should only be

large enough to transmit the shear from the web to the

flange •

.Again, the establishing of such a welding detail was

not the objective of the investigation. However, since

the welds were smaller than required by specification and

still had no detrimental effect on the carrying capacity

of the girders, the tests on the thirteen girders bear

mute testimony to the safety of present welding require

ments.

3.3 Ultimate Loads and Web Deflections

The testing history of each girder is presented in

a load-deflection curve. The cantilever end deflection
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is chosen as the most significant deflection data since

it reflects the effects of almost every girder element.

The deflection at mid-span theoretically should be zero

throughout the elastic range of the test. This is obvious

in the first curve of Fig. 3.2 which shows the observed

deflection line of girder G7at load No.5, 108 kips.

By subtracting from the observed deflections those due

to support movements, the tr~edeflections, Ve , are ob-

tained and used for the load-deflection curves. The

second curve in the figure, for load No. 22 (zero kips),

shows clearly the distortion of the girder shape after

ultimate load and indicates that the mid-span deflection

at this stage differs greatly from zero.

The correlation between the load magnitude ~, as

provided by each of the two jacks, and the cantilever end

deflection Ve is given in the so called load-deflection

curves, Figs. 3~3 and 3.4. For the sake of convenience

a second ordinate is added which lists the corresponding

maximum shear stress as computed from the "VQ/rt" formula.

Yielding due to shear at the neutral axis of the girder's

test section would be reached at a load indicated as Py ,

while full plastification of the web due to shear would

occur at a load Pp ' As further predictions of the con

ventionally used girder theory, the web buckling load Pcr
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and the computed cantilever end deflection Vth are given.

The computation of these reference values is given in

Part 1, Secs. 1.5 to 1.7. They are tabulated together

with the observed ultimate loads in Table 3.2 •."
There is little further description needed to inter-

pret the information condensed into the figures of this

section, since the load and web deflection curves are

similar to the ones presented in Sec. 2.3 where they are

discussed in detail. As is indicated, three tests were

conducted on girder G6 and two on girderG7. The appear

ance of girder G6 after the first test is given in Fig.

3.5 and after the third in Fig. 3.6. Upon completion of

the first test, the left hand panel was subdivided with

one pair of stiffeners while in the right panel two pairs

were added. This allowed a second test on.the same girder,

with an aspect ratio of ~ = 0.75. After reinforcing with

two diagonal stiffeners, a third test was conducted with

a = 0.50. It is possible·that these two tests, T2 and T3

on girder G6,would have resulted in somewhat higher

ultimate loads if conducted on panels with more favorable

initial conditions. For girder G7, Figs. 3.7 and 3.8
I

are photographs of the test section after the first and

second tests. The welding of a compression diagonal into

the failed panel allowed the second test to be conducted.
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While these photographs give an impression of the web

distortions after their respective ultimate loads, the web

deflection charts in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10 provide exact

measurements of initial deflections and those near ultimate

load.. They also indicate the rate of increase of the web

deflections and demonstrate the same fact as observed in

the bending girders, namely that web buckling in the sense

of the linear theory does not develop.

3.4 SR-4 Strain Gage Measurements

In this section strains as determined from SR-4 (A~l) .

gages on the web, the flanges, and the stiffeners are dis

cussed. Although the SR~4 gage is a sensitive and valuable

research tool, the resulting strains are easily misinter

preted; therefore, a more extensive presentation is'

necessary than is required for other topics. All of the

considerations given her~ also apply to the other girders I

strain observations.

Before going into detail, it will be helpful to review

the following points about strain measureme~t with SR-4

gages.

Measured strains are actually obtained as the difference

in resistance offered to an electric current. These changes

in resistance must be caused entirely by lengthening or
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shortening of the gages which are glued to the specimen.

Temperature changes, which affect the gage's resistance,

were eliminated by using a temperature compensating gage.

In addition, it was attempted to complete a loading cycle

as quickly as possible. When the cycle took a longer time

than expected, in some cases as long as one-half a day,

possible drifts in the recordings were carefully checked

through the use of a "dummy" gage, which was mounted on a

separate steel plate under no load and placed on the girder

to conform to its temperature.

Since in a welded plate girder residual stresses are

present, the recorded strains under l~ad may differ greatly

from the predicted ones. For most of the strain measure

ments presented in this report, this difficulty was elimi

nated by considering only those strains obtained in the

second cycle of loading at loads between zero and the

maximum load of the first cycle. The reasoning is illus

trated in Fig. 3.11, where a likely state of residual

stresses is shown and stresses due to applied bending

moment are shown separately. In superimposing these two

stress conditions, the compression flange stresses are

as shown in the second row of the figure. It is obvious

that the change of stress 6cr is not uniform across the plate

because cry is first reached along the flange tips. Moreover,
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due to redistribution of stresses to fulfill the equili

brium requirements the stresses at the cent~r line of the

plate is not simply or + 01. That is, if a strain gage is

mounted at this line, the strain recorded by the difference

of gage readings will not equal to that cau~ed by 01 alo?e.

After reducing the applied load, the residual stresses take

a ne~ pattern with intensities along two sides of the flange

reduced. For subsequent loadings within the magnitude of

the previous cycle, no yielding happens, thus the measured

and the computed stresses do agree with each other.

Finally, for the interpretation of the results, it

must be kept 'in mind that all changes in strains are measured

at the surface of a plate and thus are not necessarily rep

resentative of "the stress in the plate". If, for instance,

Hooke's law and Navier-Bernoulli's assumption on the strain

distribution in a plate girder should be checked, it would

, be absolutely necessary to measure strains on both surfaces

of the web. For the web is a thin element and is susceptible

to bending about its own axis, thus producing both membrane

and bending strains on its surface. The average of surface

strains on opposite sides, that is, the membrane strains,

is the only value that could be expected to increase lineraly

with the applied load and the distance from the neutral axis,

and thus in a position to check the two stated assumptions.

Fig. 3.12 illustrates what is defined as plate bending
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stresses (sketch a) and membrane stresses (sketch b) .

Again, although a theory may only be concerned with on~ type

of stresses, when experimenting with structures composed of

steel plates one s~ould always anticipate a stress or strain

distribution as given in sketch C of Fig. 3.12.

strain Rosettes on the Web of Girder Gb

In order to obtain evidence of a tension field action

and generally to prove that a rearrangement of stresses

takes place in the web of a girder under high shear, the

state of stress in the web of girder G6 was observed at

three points in a cross section. From Fig. 3.13 it is seen

that the cross section was located at X = +37.5 where three

rosettes were placed, at Y = +21, 0, and-2L A photograph

of the panel in which these rosettes were located is re

produced in Fig. 3.14.

From Fig. 3.13 the bending moment M and the shear force

V under a jack load of 27 kips are M = 1013 k-in and V = 27k

for the cross section at X = +37.5. With the moment of

inertia I = 14,180 in4 , Table 1.6, and the static moments

'Q21 = 257 and Qo = 300 in3 for points 21 and 0 inches away

from the neutral axis, respectively, the predicted stresses

according to the beam theory would be:
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Location Bending Stress Shear stress

Y(=y)
M .IScr=I·y 't = It

+21 in 1.500 ksi 2.535 ksi

0 in 0.000 ksi 2.959 ksi

-21 in 1.500 ksi 2.535 ksi

For the loads of 54, 81, and 108 kips, the pred±cted strains

would be 2, 3, and 4 times the values listed above. These

theoretical values of principal stresses are drawn as dashed

lines in Fig. 3.15, each one at its proper location.

Experimentally, the strains at the gages were recorded

and the strains ex' e,s' and eT) were computed (twelve gage

readings are needed), as shown in the data sheet Fig. 3.16.

The principal strains were then found by using Mohr's circle,
.'..

Fig. 3.17. For the Mohr's circle construction see, for

example, Ref. 276.

Knowing the magnitudes and directions of the principal

strains, the vectors representing the principal stresses

can easily be determined. The computations ar,e carried out

in Fig. 3.17 and the stress vectors drawn in their respective

locations in Fig. 3.15. The differences between the theo-

retical and the experimental results are obvious.
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Flange Strain Measurements

While Fig. 3.15 depicts the state of stress found in

the web of girder G6, the results of strain measurements

on its flanges are ,presented in Fig. 3.18. Here, the out

line of the girder and the location of th@ strain gages

-"mounted on the flanges in the panel extending from X = 0 to

X = +75 are shown. The ordinate in the diagrams is flange

strain or stress and the abscissa is the X coordinate

plotted in the same scale as the girder1s outline. The

observed data are recorded and compared with the predictions

of the beam theory as given by the dashed lines.

A similar graph for girder G7 is presented in Fig. 3.19.

In this graph most readings follow the same trend as those

for girder G6, the exceptions being those for load No. 18.

A check with the load-deflection curve shows that this

reading was taken after the ultimate load had been reached.

At that stage secondary effects were so pronounced that the

SR-4 strain readings were not representative of "flange

strains". Cases like this happen very often in experimental

investigations. Instead of omitting these data in the graph,

an explanation for this peculiarity'is presented below.

Beyond the ultimate load, the web plate stretched and

deformed in a manner illustrated in Fig. 3.20 (also Fig. 3.7).
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This action caused the flanges to bend. It is seen that in

this figure the flange bending effect is more pronounced in

the compression flange than in the' tension flange because

compression stresses contribute to the deformation and

tensile stresses retard them. At any rate, the curvature

introduced in each flange causes considerable plate bending

stresses which are superimposed on the flange membrane

stresses. Taking as an example the point X = +31, Y = -25 3/4

on the extreme fiber of the compression flange, (Fig. 3.19),

the plate bending stress is tensile and the membrane stress

is compressive, therefore, the total stress is expected to

reduce in magnitude. This is indeed what the SR-4 gage re

corded.

If the gage at X = +31, Y = -25 3/4 would have been

mounted on the girder a few more inches closer to the panel

center, the opposite effect would have occurred. For

nearer to the panel center, plate compressive stresses

would be added to compressive membrane stresses. Although

no gages were mounted here, yield lines were observed on

the compression flange surface as photograph taken at load

No. 18 and presented in Fig. 3.21 shows. The ruler appear

ing in this photograph gives the distance from the girder l s

centerline, that is, the X coordinate distance. From this

picture, it is evident that pronounced yielding occurred in

the region near the panel center.
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strains in Transverse Stif~eners

As the third and last group of important measurements

by SR-4 strain gages, those strains observed on the trans

verse stiffeners is presented. For girder G6 this is done

with the help of Fig. 3.22 where the axial strain in the

stiffener is plotted for two loading cycles', load No. 1 to

6 and load No.8 to 14. The graph on the left is drawn'

for the stiffener at X = 0, that on the right for X = +75.

Two gages were employed on each stiffener, hence four for

eaph pair. The average of strains by these four gages are

the axial strains plotted.

In order to bring out the importance of the average

strain; the observations for the stiffener at X = +25 are

presented in detail for girder G7. There, a total of six

gages were arranged at the same elevation on the double

sided stiffener as Fig. 3.23b indicates. The reason for

this layout was to find 'out whether or not the average of

gages No. 25 and 26 would lead to the same average axial

strain as obtained by averaging the four gages, Nos .23,

24, 27, and 28.

The stiffener pair, if considered as a unit, is a

prismatic bar with a rectangular cross section. Over this

cross section, the recorded stresses are plotted in sketch

cfor load No. 5 and the whole stress block is indicated.
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As seen, no one reading could be chosen as the representa

tive one for the stiffener's axial stress.

Furthermore, the stress distribution at the next

higher load, load No.6, is entirely different from the

one before, sketch d. The explanation of this behavior

is readily understood if reference is made to the web de

flection curve, Fig. 3.10. Here it is seen that a consid

erable change in the web deflection shape occurred between

loads No. 5 and 8. A horizontal section through the web

is given in Fig. 3.23a in which the web, changing its

buckling pattern, also twists the stiffener. According to

this sketch, alternate compression and tension in the

corners of gages Nos. 23, 24, 28, and 27 must be superim

posed on the average axial stress. This is certainly con

firmed by the stress block shown in Fig. 3.23d.

The last sketch in this figure, Fig. 2.23e, gives the

magnitude of the stresses at load No. 8 which follow quite

closely the pattern observed at load No.6. The sketch,

rather than being an "oblique projection", is shown in a

cavalier 'projection to prese~ve the relative dimensions of

I~ll parts. The question raised before concerning whether

or not gages Nos. 25 and 26 could replace the other four

can now be answered. Theoretically it is possible, but

practically it cannot be done. This is due to the fact that
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the SR-4 strain gage, with its resistance wires spread over

a width of one-eighth inch, cannot truly be centered on the

one-quarter inch. plate edge. A mere shift of one-sixty

fourth of an inch from center would mean an error in the

stress reading of about 3 ksi at Z = +4 3/32 for load No.8.

Finally, the strain readings of each individual gage

are plotted in Fig. 3.24 together with the average as com

puted from the four gages on the stiffener's sides. Again

it should be emphasized at this point that all stiffener

readings presented in this investigation are the average of

these four gages. In this figure is seen a classical

example of how SR-4 gages can give misleading results if

the points mentioned in the introduction to this section

are not considered.

).5 Additional strain Measurements

Whittemore Gage Readings

Since the use of the electrical SR-4 gages is essen

tially confined to the-elastic range of the material, a

mechanically operated Whittemore gage was also used to

obtain web deformations. This gage records the change in

distance between two gage points. A photograph of the lay

out of these points as used for girder G6 appears in Fig.

3.14 and the centerline of the three rows is again drawn

in Fig. 3.25 where the resulting strains are plotted.
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In this latter figure, the strains are given for three

loads, Nos. 3, 5, and 13, plotted in the direction of

measurement. The yield strain Ey is also indic~ted as a

reference. Similar graphs are presented as Fig. 3.26 and

Fig. 3.27 for girder G7. In Fig. 3.27 the scale is changed

because the strains are multiples of the yield strain.

The Whittemore gage used had a smallest dial division

of 6ne ten-thousandth of an inch, well below the "yield

reading" which was computed as the product of the gage

length and the yield strain: 3.5 x 36.7/30,000 = 0.0043

inches. Of course, this does not refle~t the accuracy of

the given results, since repetitive measurements differed

in most cases by several ten-thousandths of an inch. Thus"

three readings were taken for each elongation measurement

and the resulting average strain is plotted. Statistically'

the standard deviation of a plotted average value is evalu

ated at about 3 ten-thousandths of an inch, or about 7% of .

the yield reading.* Therefore, it is justifiable to use

these figures for a tension field evaluation in the elastic

range.

i~ The standard deviation for the individual readings, com

puted from all the 3 readings, is about 3.5 ten-thousandths

of an inch. The standard deviation of the average of a set

of three readings, therefore, is 3.5 x 10-4/ 13 inches.
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Since the figure contains only differences between readings,

the standard deviation of.these d~fferences plotted in thE

figures is .f2 3.5 x 10-4 = 3 x 10-4 inches which amounts
3

to a coefficient of variation of about seven percent.

Corner Dial Readings

In an effort to observe the integral action of the web

panels under high shear, AMES-dials ~ere used. They were '

secured to clip angles spot welded to the web at the corners

where a relatively fixed position could be maintained. The

layout of these dial gages is indicated in Fig. 3.14, where

it is seen that longitudinal, transverse, and diagonal panel

distances were measured. With dials in all panels of' the

test section, an interrelated system of measurements could

be taken such that the location of all panel corner points
.,

would be known with respect to some fixed datum. The datum

chosen for girder G6 was the vertical line at X = O. With

an antisymmetrical loading, this line remains vertical and,

with a stiffener at this location the distance between its

end points remains essentially fixed. Therefore, a Williot

Mohr graphical solution to obtain the position of the panel

corner 'points was used.

The results of this construction are given in Fig. 3.28

which shows the distorted test section of girder G6 in an

exaggerated scale. While the dots indicate the results of
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four loads, load Nos. 9, 10, 11, and 12, only the results of

the most pronounced case occurring at the ultimate load,

load No. 12, are connected1by the solid lines. For com~

parlson, the theoretical deformations of this section due

to bending and shear are given for the same load by the

dashed lines. It is easily seen that the longitudinal de-.

formations due to bending were about the same as predicted

but the vertical desplacements due to shear exceeded their

predicted values. As shown in Fig. 3.28, lengthening

occurred in one diagonal direction and shortening in the

other.

3.6 Discussion

The experiments on the two shear girders were planned

to verify the existence of a tension field or stress action.

Some of the presented graphs will now be reviewed with the

purpose of showing that this phenomenom did develop.

The web deflection drawing for girder G6, Fig. 3.3,

illustrates that under increasing load a valley gradually

forms which extends from the lower left corner of a panel

to the upper right. This is the direction of the tension

diagonal. The "same tendency can be observed in girder G7,

Fig. 3.4, although it is somehwat less obvious with only

three cross sectional recordings per panel.
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In order to obtain an insight into the state of stress,

Fig. 3.15 was prepared. The figure compares the m~asured

principal stresses with the ones computed according to beam

theory. At mid-depth of the panel pure shear should be

recorded, that is, equal magni tude in principal tension and

compr~ssion stresses. But at a load P = 27 kips, which is

about equal to the computed critical load, the principal

tension stress is somewhat higher than predicted, while the

principal compressive stress is sma~ler. At two, three,

and four times this load the observed tendency becomes even

more pronounced. Furthermore, the inclination of the

principal tension stress changes gradually, starting at

about 45° and decreasing to 8"smalleJ:.;value •

The two rosettes placed close to the tension and com

pression flanges,at y = +21 and y = ~21,.show less devia

tion from straight beam action. It is interesting to see

that these rosettes also differ in qehavior. This difference

between the top and the bottom of the girder is even more

pronounced when Fig. 3.18 is considered. The figure repre

sents the strain readings at the extreme fibers of the

flanges. While the stresses in the top flange at X = +37 1/2

inches are consistently below the ones predicted by beam

theory, the compression stresses in the bottom flange a~e

above the predicted values. With the help of Fig. 3.20

this can be interpreted., Considering girder G6 as a Pratt-

w",' , •
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or N-type truss, that is,' having only tension diagonals, the

flange 'force in the top chord of the panelX= 0 to X = +75

would be equal to the moment at X = 0 divided by the girder

depth. The force in the lower chord would be obtained from

the moment at X= +75, which is certainly higher in magni

tude than at X = O. The flange stresses do exhibit a tendency

toward truss action. The net result is neither a straight,

line st~ese variation corresponding to beam action nor a

constant atress of pure truss action but a combination of

the two as shewn in Fig. 3-.18. This same tendency can be

observed from Fig. 3.19, which contains the corresponding

graph obtained "from girder G?, as well as from other types

of measurements such as the recorded overall panel distor

tiona, Fig. 3.28.

From the Whittemore gage observations, Figs. 3.25, 3.26,

and 3.27, it is seen that the web portion under tension is

wider than generally expected. This serves asa explaination

for the obtained ultimate loads which are at least 200%

higher than Pcr and cannot possibly be due to a narrow tension

diagonal when considering the yield strength of the web

material. Therefore, instead of using the words truss action

and tension diagonal, it shall henceforth be termed tension

field action and'tension field, respectively.
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The most positive indication of tension field action

is the observation of axial stresses in the transverse

stiffeners. The test evidence presented in Sec. 3.4 shows

clearly that at loads beyond Per a stiffener picks up

axial load. The magnitude of this stiffener force cannot

very well be determined because the web's participation

in carrying the tension field force is unknown. But a

simple strength evaluation of the web, with some equilibrium

considerations, help to close the gap. For this, reference

is made to the theoretical study which paralleled this in

vesitgation, Ref. 7.

In summary, the tests on the two shear girders of high

web slenderness ratios revealed that in girders subjected

to shear a considerable post buckling strength exists. Im

one case, first test of girder G6, the ultimate load was

four times the computed shear buckling load. The explana

tion for post buckling strength is that a very pronounced

tension field action develops due to the presence of trans

verse stiffeners.
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Table 3.1

Weld Sizes
(Leg in inches)

Girder Flange to Web Inter. Stiffener to Web Load

Test End Test End Stiffener
to Web

Seqtlon Section Section Section

G1 3/16 1/4 3/16 3/16 1/4

G2 3/16 1/4 3/16 3/16 l/4

G3 3/16 1/4 3/16 3/16 1/4

G4 3/32{l- 1/4 3/32{l- 3/16 1/4

G5 3/32{l- 1/4 3/32{l- 3/16 1/4

G6 1/8{l- 1/4 1/8{l- 3/16 1/4

G7 1/8{l- 1/4 1/8{l- 3/16 1/4

E1 1/4 3/16 1/4

E2 1/4 3/16 1/4

E4 1/4 3/16 1/4

E5 1/4 3/16 1/4

G8 l/S{l- .1/8{l- 1/8*

G9 ~/32·::· 3/32~' 3/32*

{l- Not submerged arc welding
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Table 3.2

Summary of Reference and -Experi~enta1 Loads
"

.Girder Test Theoretical Experimental

p Py Pp P1J. JJmax•..cr

(kipsJ (kips) (kips) (kips) (kips)
.... '

T1 27·4 193 205 116 119 I
I\)
\A

G6 T2 51.9 193 205 150 151 I

T3 97.6 193 205 177 180

G7
T1

T2
37.6

37.6

196

196.

208

208

140

145

149

150
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Fig. 3.1 Plate Girders G6 a G7 with Test Setup
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Fig. 3.5 Girder G6 after Test TI

Fig. 3.6 Girder G6 after Test T3
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Fig.3.7 Girder G7 after Test TI

Fig. 3.8 Girder G7 after Test T2
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Fig. 3.20 Deformation of Flanges and Web after Ultimate Load, G7, T i

Fig. 3.21 Yield Lines on Bottom Flange after Ultimate Load, G7, TI
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